PITCHING INSTRUCTIONS
SOLACE BELL TENT I (4m)
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Pitching Instructions- Solace Bell Tent I (4 meter)
Open the bag, lay out all the parts & make up the poles- You should
have:







1 x canvas tent
1 x inner tents
1 x groundsheet (already fitted to tent)
1 x Steel upright pole
1 x Arched front pole
28 x steel angle pegs & ?? steel pin pegs
-------------------------------------------It is best to have 2 people to pitch this tent.

1.

Lay out the canvas, and peg out (using the pin pegs) the base
of the tent in a circular format loosely, positioning the door
away from the prevailing wind. (the tent comes with the
groundsheet attached to assist in pitching, but you can take it
out if you wish).

2.

Lay in the groundsheet, attaching at each of the attachment
points

3.

Position the upright pole in the centre of the dome & push up
(it’s best to have support here)

4.

Position the “A” frame pole on the inside of the door, with the spike
through the canvas eyelet & tie in position

5.

6.

Moving to the outside, starting from the front (and working
back to front, then side to side) peg out the guy lines. Make
sure the centre upright pole remains vertical at all times.
Now, go round your tent, “trimming” each of the guy lines to
make sure it is stable, taught and square.

7.

Inner tent attachment- spread the inner out at the back of the
tent. Attach the top clip to the loop on the steel upright pole

8.

Attach each of the clips on the side walls of the inner

9.

Go round each of the attachment points to make sure there is
no undue strain, and that the inner is sitting well.

10. Your Solace is now complete and ready to enjoy.

…………………………………………………………………………
For weathering, care of your product and repair options, please visit our websitewww.blacksofgreenock.co.uk

